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Early Warning Message for GNSS User 
 

User’s manual 

 

 

General description 

The “early warning message for GNSS users” is especially directed to customers of space 

based radio systems used in telecommunication, navigation/positioning and remote sensing. 

The warning shall inform customers and operators of GNSS on approaching space weather 

events. Thus, GNSS customers and service providers will be aware of potential performance 

degradation of their systems due to space weather impacts. Based on the early warning, 

customers shall become prepared to undertake efforts to help mitigate the space weather 

impacts on the operated systems. The customer himself has to estimate the risk of his 

decisions with respect to the concrete GNSS application or service he is involved in or is 

operating.  The early warning for GNSS users is done by distribution of a message which 

contains information primarily directed to users of GNSS systems. It uses solar alerts 

disseminated by ROB and translates it to the special information needed by GNSS users. 

The “early warning message for GNSS users” is part of the Forecast System Ionosphere 

(FSI) developed within the AFFECTS project.  

 

 

 
Early Warning Message at the SWACI-AFFECTS webpage. 
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Each interested person, company or institute can request this service by signing in on the 

SWACI-AFFECTS website. Each registered user shall be able to unsubscribe from the user 

list at any time. This option is implemented to a service provided on the SWACI-AFFECTS 

website.  

The warning message send automatically to external users contains a html file with a 

graphical presentation of the warning and a xml-file with all information’s.  

The xml file can be used for further processing in other processor systems. The warning 

message also properly links to additional webpages showing nowcast and forecast of the 

ionosphere.  

 

 

Limitations 

The Early Warning for GNSS user is now in its test and verification phase and will become 

accessible for the public by end of II/2013. Recent test user are kartverket – Norwegian 

Mapping Authority, Axio-Net and the German Aerospace Center (DLR).  

It is expected that more information’s enter the warning message in accordance 

to the continuous development within AFFECTS in the third year. 

 

 

Disclaimer 

The FSI is created on best efforts basis and is provided “as is” without warranties of any kind. 

The forecasts issued by the products are accurate to the best knowledge of the developers; 

however, the developers cannot be held responsible for any damage, loss of profit and 

similar charges rising out of the use of this product and its output. In particular, the 

developers of this product cannot be held responsible for the consequences of any action, or 

the lack of, based on the forecast provided by this product. Any such consequences shall be 

at sole responsibility of the respective decision makers. 

 

 

Contact information 

General inquiries: Jens Berdermann (jens.berdermann@dlr.de) 

AFFECTS project: http://www.affects-fp7.eu/ 

FSI: http://swaciwebdevelop.dlr.de/forecast-system-ionosphere/ 

Early Warning: http://swaciwebdevelop.dlr.de/early-warning-gnss/ 
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